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Abstract
High-resolution optical camera systems are opening new opportunities to study
fractures in ice. Here, we present data obtained from theModular Aerial Camera
System camera system operated onboard of Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz
Centre for Polar and Marine Research (AWI) polar aircraft in northeast Green-
land in 2022. In addition, we are using optical and radar satellite imagery. The
study area is the 79◦NGlacier (Nioghalvfjerdsbræ, 79NG), an outlet glacier of the
Northeast Greenland Ice Stream. We found that crack tips are exhibiting addi-
tional isolated cracks ahead of the main crack. Subsequent crack propagation
is starting from those isolated cracks, leading to an advance of the crack, with
bridges between crack faces. The bridges provide information of the episodic
crack propagation. Fractures have typically a length scale of kilometers and
the distance of crack faces is in the order of meters to tenths of meters. Frac-
ture modes will be inferred from stress fields computed by an inverse modeling
approach using the Ice Sheet and Sea Level SystemModel. To this end, a surface
velocity field derived from satellite remote sensing is used for the optimal control
method that constrains model parameters, for example, basal friction coefficient
or rheology.

1 INTRODUCTION

Fractures in glaciers play a major role in the dynamics of ice sheets: (i) they are leading to calving of icebergs, to break-up
events and disintegration of floating glacier tongues or ice shelves; (ii) they facilitate drainage of supraglacial lakes and
act as pathways of summer melt water to the ice sheet base, enhancing lubrication, thus leading to seasonal acceleration;
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F IGURE 1 Panel (A) displays a crevasse zone of 79◦N Glacier, Northeast Greenland. The high-resolution image is WV 2020-08-19, the
background image Sentinel-2 2020-09-16. The blue dots denote steps in the bedrock topography. The square marks the area shown in
Figure 2(A). Panel (B) shows a sketch of the geometry of the area based on radio echo sounding. A blue dot marks what the same symbol in
the left panel is representing.

and (iii) fracture in the firn layer enables melt water percolation into subsurface layers, feeding water into aquifers some
10 m below the glacier surface.
The dynamics of ice sheets and glaciers is basically a gravity-driven lubricated flow. Ice obeys a viscoelastic Maxwell

rheology with a nonlinear strain-rate-dependent viscosity [1]. Ice exhibits brittle behavior in the load situations typical for
glaciers and ice sheets [2]. Due to geothermal and strain heating the base of ice sheet is over vast areas at the pressure
melting point, leading to sliding. In the outlet glaciers, the velocity of the glacier is thus governed by sliding. Changes
in the basal topography, for example, subglacial hills, are leading to changes in the glacier stress field, which leads to
an increase in elastic strain. As a consequence, fractures are forming from the surface into the glacier. Their horizontal
dimension is in the order of hundreds of meters to several kilometers in length and decimeters to tenths of meters of in
width. The vertical extent is difficult to assess. Crack propagation is episodic, and is typically detected by massive changes
in crack length between two satellite image acquisitions.
Although optical and radar satellite imagery has developed in the past decades in spatial and temporal resolution, the

current standard 10 m resolution of Copernicus Sentinel-2 is not sufficient for studying the details of crack tip fields. Very
high-resolution optical imagery, with pixel size of about 30 cm, is necessary to observe the details of crack tips. In our
study, this is facilitated by two types of sensors: the optical satellite WorldView (WV, pan-chromatic and monochromatic)
and the Modular Aerial Camera System (MACS) developed at the institute for optical sensors of the German Aerospace
Centre operated on Alfred Wegener Institute’s polar aircrafts.
This text is organized as follows: First, we present observations observation of crack fields, subsequently the stress

field is discussed. Finally, the released energy by crevasse formation is presented, before we discuss our findings and
draw conclusions.

2 OBSERVATION OF CRACK FIELDS

First, the satellite imagery of the crevasse field is presented: theWorldView scene used here is acquired on 2020-08-19 and
both the multichromatic image with 1.2 m resolution as well as the pan-chromatic image in 30 cm resolution are used.
The area shown in Figure 1(A) is densely covered with fractures and coincides with a step in the bedrock topography. The
onset of the step is detected from airborne radio echo sounding data and is marked with blue dots. The cracks are aligned
parallel to the bedrock step and perpendicular to the flow direction marked with an arrow in Figure 1(A). Figure 1(B)
displays a vertical profile of the glacier showing the step of about 300 m height in the bedrock over a distance of 5 km.
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F IGURE 2 Panel (A) shows a subset of the crevasse field from Figure 1, but here the pan-chromatic mode of WV is used. Panel (B)
displays a crevasse tip field acquired with the MACS system. Note that the area shown is not the same, but the scales of (A) and (B) are the
same. Panel (C) is a zoom into the area of the white box in Panel (B).

The depth of the cracks is constrained from ice penetrating airborne radar: we have operated AWI’s ultrawide band
(UWB) radar onboard of Polar 5 in July 2021 and crossed the crevasse field. The resolution in the upper tenths of meters
is not optimal, but the radio echo sounding data do not contain hyperbolas, which are typical for point reflectors such
as crack fronts occurring below 20 m. Therefore, the cracks occur within the first meters of the glacier thickness. As the
glacier has a thickness of around 1200 m at this location, the cracks are surface cracks.
Figure 2(A) displays a high-resolution pan-chromatic image of a subset of the crevasse field, as shown in Figure 1.

Interestingly, many crack tips possess a field of tiny cracks in an angle of 45◦ to the main crack propagation direction.
In order to discover if these tiny cracks also occur elsewhere, we employ high-resolution imagery from another side of
the 79◦N Glacier located close to the calving front. The data have been acquired with the MACS-Polar system during an
airborne campaign at the end of the summer melt period; thus, no snow cover is left, which is an ideal condition for
this purpose.
The MACS is an optical sensor instrument specifically developed for scientific application in unusual environment.

It contains an RGB camera, as well as a near-infrared and thermal infrared camera, which were not used in this study.
The flight was conducted 2022-08-20 over the 79◦N Glacier. The aircraft was flying at an altitude of 1000 m above ground
level, so that the optical configuration yields a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 0.15 m in the RGB and a swath width of
700m. TheMACS is a photogrammetric aerial camera, and thus, sensors are geometrically and radiometrically calibrated.
In conjunction with the inertially aided georeferencing system, all necessary parameters of every pixel are known. The
true orthophoto processing follows the common photogrammetric approach and with a given surface topography of the
glacier, a mosaicing of the individual images is conducted. More details of the MACS-Polar system can be found in [3].
The resulting mosaic of a crack tip is presented in Figure 2(B).
Again, several tiny cracks are found in front of the main crack tip, in an angle of 45◦ to the main crack propagation

direction. Due to glacier motion, the main crack widens. Thereby some of the connections between the crack faces will
remain intact, while others will collapse or are close to failure. The intact connections forming small “bridges” between
the crack faces, as sketched in Figure 3. The bridges can endure increasing displacements of the crack faces and slowly
rotate due to thewidening. To some extent, this behavior is captured in the high-resolution imagery from the calving front,
see Figure 2(B), where the bridges reach a width of several meters. A more pronounced example than the one presented
in this study is the so-called Halloween crack at the Brunt Ice Shelf,1 Antarctica, where such a bridge has a width of 260m
up to 400 m.

1 https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Images/2017/02/Halloween_Crack
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F IGURE 3 Sketch of the crack path evolution showing small cracks in front of the crack tip, inclined by 45◦ in the crack propagation
direction and parallel to the maximum shear direction. As the crack evolves, a bridge between the crack faces remains and rotates due to the
glacier motion.

3 SIMULATED STRESS FIELD

To gain further insights into crack formation at the crevasse field, we investigate the principal stress fields at the surface of
the glacier by means of an numerical model of ice flow dynamics. To represent the recent conditions, we conduct inverse
modeling. Inverse modeling has become a standard approach in glaciological simulations to constrain the basal friction
parameter, which is unknown due to inaccessibility.
We employ the Ice-sheet and Sea-level System Model (ISSM) [4] in the Blatter-Pattyn (BP) approximation for the ice

dynamics [5, 6]. The modeling domain covers the whole drainage basin of the NEGIS catchment [7] with a variable hori-
zontal resolution of the numerical mesh. The region of interest has a resolution of about 500 m. In the vertical direction,
15 layers refined toward the base are used. The ice geometry is taken from BedMachine v4 [8]. Within the optimization
problem to infer the basal friction coefficient, a cost function is minimized by comparing modeled ice velocities with
observed velocities [9]. To avoid overfitting or overregularization, an L-curve analysis was performed to select the optimal
parameters for the inversion. From the modeled surface velocities, stresses are computed and the principal stresses are
obtained together with their direction.
We display in Figure 4 the first and second principal stresses superimposed on the high-resolution imagery shown

before, embedded in a low-resolution Sentinel-2 image of the area. The orientation of the simulated principal stresses
matches the orientation of the cracks reasonably well. The first principal stress, plotted in light blue, is a tension stress
and coincideswith the perpendicular of the crack faces, whereas the second principal stress points in the direction of crack
propagation. This indicates that the cracks were formed under mode I loading, which is characterized by a first principal
tension stress perpendicular to the crack faces, whereas the second principal stress is in crack propagation direction. The
direction of the maximum shear stresses is inclined by 45◦ to the principal stress directions. Consequently, we infer that
the tiny cracks in front of the main crack tip and shifted by 45◦ are caused by locally high shear stresses and thus are
formed under mode II loading.
A detailed analysis of the crack and the calving front (Figure 2B) was conducted in [3] and has shown that this crack is

also a mode I crack. Therefore, it is comparable to the situation of the crevasse field.

4 RELEASED ENERGY

We aim to estimate the energy that is released by fracture formation for a selected crevasse field. From satellite obser-
vations, we know that the onset of the crevasse field is not changing significantly over time. This is due to the fact that
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F IGURE 4 Orientation of the first and second principal stresses from inverse modeling, shown in light and dark blue, respectively,
superimposed on top of the high-resolution (30 cm resolution) satellite imagery. The background image is a Sentinel-2 image in 10 m
resolution.

the basal topography is the main cause of the tensile stresses leading to fracture formation. This allows us to estimate the
area in which crevasses are formed each year, as the glacier velocity is known. Unfortunately, the high-resolution satellite
imagery is only covering 65% of the entire area of the onset of the crevasse field. Thus, we scale our estimate up. Within
the onset area of the crevasse field, we picked manually each crack path, so that the length of all cracks is known. The
annual area containing new cracks is 2 497 032 m2. The total sum of crack length within the 65% that is covered by the
WorldView imagery is 67 490 m. As mentioned above, the crack depth is constrained to a maximum of 20 m. Therefore,
we use for our estimate of the released energy 1–20m as the crevasse depth. The critical energy release rate for plane strain
situations is given by

c = (1 − 𝜈2)
K2
Ic

𝐸
(1)

with 𝜈 Poisson’s ratio, 𝐸 Youngs modulus, and KIc the fracture toughness. The plane strain assumption is justified,
as the high contribution from sliding leads to a block motion in the upper part of the ice sheet. Poisson’s ratio was
assumed in other studies to be 0.325 [1]. The fracture toughness of polycrystalline ice has been measured to KIc =

95.35 ± 16.69 kPam1∕2 in a density range that is relevant for our area of application [10]. This leads to c = 8.131 Jm−2

assuming a Young’s modulus of 𝐸 = 1 GPa. For crack depth of 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 m, we find Δ = c ΔA∕2 = 0.8, 2.1, 4.2,
8.4, 16.8 MJ, respectively. In this estimate, only main cracks, no tiny cracks, are considered, as many of them are buried
under snow anyway. Therefore, we useMACS data (Figure 2B) to conduct a case study of one crack tip with numerous tiny
45◦ cracks. Here, wemeasured the crack length of each individual crack face. The summing up the length of all individual
tiny cracks, we find with a total length of 767 m. Assuming again crack depth of 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 m for the tiny cracks,
we findΔtiny = c ΔA∕2 = 6.2, 15.5, 31.1, 62.3, 124.7 kJ. In the reference area, we tracked 303 cracks, and thus, we assume
606 tiny crack fields. Scaled to the entire annual area, this leads to 5.8, 14.5, 29.1, 58.1, and 116.3 MJ released energy for a
crack depth of 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 m, respectively.

5 DISCUSSION

This study shows exemplary how beneficial high-resolution optical imagery is for conducting fracture mechanical anal-
ysis. We suggest to conduct similar studies at other locations, too, to benchmark our findings. Airborne data acquisition
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should focus on the onset of crevasse fields, where such tiny cracks are not yet covered with snow. Simulations as in [1]
are ideal to identify suitable locations.
In our study, we solely investigated mode I cracks. A next step for a future study is to acquire data in areas, where it is

a priori known that a shear situation takes place, such as shear margins of ice streams, preferably in their ablation zones
at the end of the melt season, to obtain data of mode II cracks in high resolution.
When comparing the energy release by the main crack formation with the energy due to tiny cracks, we find that

released energy due to the tiny cracks is a factor of 6.9 larger than the one from the main crack. In any energy estimate, it
is thus important to consider them adequately.
From our estimate of the released energy of one single crevasse field, one could start to conduct this for the entire

Greenland Ice Sheet to obtain an order of magnitude, based on the detection of all major crevasse areas given in [1].
As the major crevasse fields are formed in similar stress situations as considered here, we hypothesize that they are also

primarily mode I cracks. This is also to be assessed in the future by means of observations and simulated stress fields. An
advantage of the cracks being mainly formed by mode I cracks is that the laboratory measurements of mode I fracture
toughness are a sufficient basis for estimates as conducted here.
Due to the enormous costs of optical satellite imagery, a machine learning approach is currently prohibited, but with a

switch to open data policies, this would enable an entirely newway of conducting large-scale fracture analysis of ice sheets.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We found tiny cracks in 45◦ orientation to themain crack ahead of the crack tip ofmode I inmany cracks in a crevasse field
on a major Greenlandic outlet glacier. Cracks in 45◦ are presumably formed due to the maximum shear stress reaching
a critical limit. Crack-face bridging was found to appear, with typical width of these bridges of about 3–6 m. This scale is
likely to depend on the stress situations in which the crack is formed.
Simulated principal stress fields, based on inverse modeling, match very well the crack orientation. The use of

observations of crack orientation as a benchmark for assessing simulations should be explored further in future.
As demonstrated in this case study, high-resolution optical imagery is the key for investigating crack evolution and

propagation. In future, modeling-driven selection of survey sites will allow to acquire more data suitable for fracture
mechanical analysis.
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